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REDUCTION OF WIND TUNNEL WALL
INTERFERENCE BY CONTROLLED WALL FLOW
SUMMARY
Corrections for wind tunnel wall interference are applied
successfully to high lift models when the model to tunnel size
ratio is small. The accuracy of the corrections becomes poorer
when larger models are tested. An alternate method of testing
was developed during this study, in which flow through the
porous walls of the tunnel was actively controlled so as to
approximate free air conditions in the neighborhood of the model
during the test. The amount and distribution of the controlled
flow through the walls is computed using a potential flow repre
se'ntation of the model based on the measured lift.
f'	 Theoretical analysis is presented to prove the cofi ergence
I of
,
 
the method to free air conditions and to substantiate the
general three-dimensional theory of operation when the normal
flow distribution is continuous. In practice the flow through
the walls is through a pattern of holes so that if the mass flow
through a section of wall is matched to the theoretical value,
the momentum will be mismatched, and vice versa. An analysis
was made of expected error due to such flow mismatch, and it is
shown that the error decreases rapidly with increased porosity
ratio.
r A two-dimensional tunnel was constructed to evaluate the
concept. Results show that substantial reduction of wall inter-
ference may be achieved with relatively low values of porosity
of actively controlled walls.	 -
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INTRODUCTION
Interest in wind tunnel interference has increased in recent
i
	
	 years with increasing interest in V/STOL vehicles. The require-
ment to simulate flight vehicles at extreme lift coefficients, with
possible partial flow separation at hovering flight or transition
`light, has presented new challenges for wind tunnel designers.
The problem is amplified by the necessity to test models with large
physical dimensions while at the same time preserving a favorable
vehicle to wind tunnel size ratio.
The need to test large models in V/STOL vehicle simulation
'P>	
results from several requirements. The models are tested at ex-
treme lift coefficients with possible partial flow separation. In
this configuration it is desired to match the dynamic similarity
Parameters of the test to those of the simulated flight since extra-
`r	 polation of.data to full scale Reynolds numbers is uncertain.
Mach number limits, especially in powered models and in tests with
rotors, do not permit increasing the test speed beyond that of the
simulated free flight. The model must then be increased in size
to increase the test Reynolds number.
An additional need to increase the model size is posed by con-
siderations of model design. It is difficult to scale down the
elastic modes of a structure with the available material proper-
ties. This difficulty is particularly severe in rotor tests which
must simulate dynamic response.
Flow distortions due to wind tunnel wall interference may be
accounted for if the model tunnel size ratio is small, but the
theory becomes less reliable as the model becomes larger [1,2]. In
V/STOL vehicle tests with low forward speed and powered lift, the
wake of the model is highly deflected. If the tunnel is not ex-
tremely large, the wake location will largely deviate from the one
in the free air case, and the resulting pitching moment data will
be totally different from the real case [3]. The wake may also
impinge on the tunnel floor resulting in the development of flaw
directed upstream along the floor. Lateral recirculation may
develop on the walls and flow breakdown will be experienced as
reported by Rae [4]. The above reasoning and future projections
of testing requirements have encouraged the planning of very large
tunnels [5,6].
An alternate or complementary technique to the construction
of very large tunnels was developed during this investigation. A
wind tunnel is proposed in which the flow is regulated through the
walls such that the model in this tunnel is in a flow field like
that of free flight during the test. The interference from the
2
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tunnel walls is minimized by active control of the flow through the 	 }
walls so that correction to the data may not be necessary.
	 This
type of wind tunnel is capable of a wider test range than that of
the conventional wind tunnel since the flow condition resembles
free air flow even for relatively large modelsat high lift coef-
ficients. In addition, it is not limited to a particular model or
t+ geometrical configuration.
r	
_ The study presents theoretical analysis and experimental evi-
dence in support of this wind tunnel concept.
	 Practical design
considerations of flow control and the manner of flow injection
are also presented.
Y SYMBOLS
A area segment of the tunnel wall
AA open area through which the flow is regulated
A^ jet cross sectional area
;
AR aspect ratio
b model span
COY M x N matrix of transformation from the model
vortex lattice to the tunnel control points
C model chord
{C} N x N matrix of influence coefficients of the
wall vortex elements
CL lift coefficient (three dimensions)
C free stream lift coefficient t
oo
C moment coefficient at the model 1/4 chord 
M
C/4
d Jet diameter
{D} M'x M°matrix of influence coefficients of the
model vortex lattice
3
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k P
E velocity error due to mass flow mismatch
?` F velocity error due to momentum flow mismatch
{G) N x M matrix of transformation from the wall
vortex elements to the model boundary points
H wind tunnel height
i index of summation	 -
I identity matrix
^i
[J] M!dimensional column matrix defined by Equation (13)
K dimensionless function defined by Equation (23)
M number of vortex elements describing a given three
dimensional vehicle
M index of summation
n index of summation
N number of vortex elements describing the tunnel
geometry
p'
y
p index of summation
P porosity, defined by the ratio of open area to the
total area of the wall segment
R jet radius of curvature
{T) M x M defined by Equation (16)
V velocity of induced flow near the wall
VH controlled flow velocity through the open portion
of the wall
Vi induced velocity at the model control points
Vi jet velocity
V CO e stream velocityfre
X streamwise axis with origin at the,model '1/4 C
the tunnel ceni.,^rline, positive downstream
4
Y vertical axis from the model 1/4 C upward
t.
.
•
[Y] M dimensioned column matrix representing the effect
of the free stream velocity with appropriate
't orientation at the vehicle boundary points
' a angle of attack
[r ^] M or N dimensioned column matrix of the strengths
of the vortex elements
J1 eigenvalue
P spectral radius of a matrix
harmonic potential function
Superscript
t wind tunnel parameter	 --
Subscript
initial arbitrary measurement
W free air condition of the model parameter
i
f
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xTHE WIND TUNNEL INTERFERENCE AND PREVIOUS
TREATMENT OF THE PROBLEM
r
kj
	
	
The solution to the wind tunnel interfeF'ance problem is des-
cribed using two basic approaches and their combination. The
classical approach is to compute the effect of wall interference
and then to apply the appropriate corrections to the recorded data.
Alternately, by appropriate design, wind tunnels may be constructed
with allowance for wall corrections to minimize and in some cases
eliminate wall interference.
Although the current development of wind tunnels follows the
F^
	
	
latter approach, both approaches are briefly outlined here to pro-
vide proper perspective for the solution of the problem. A more
detailed treatment of previous literature is summarized in two
AGARD reports: the first is Agardograph 109 [1] which was prepared
in 1966 and the second is AGARD report No. 601 [2] which was pub-
lished in 1973.
Data Correction
#
	
	 Two Dimensional Wall Interference.-Classically, the constraint
imposed by the tunnel walls on the lifting body is described as an
`
	
	
effective flow curvature around the model [1,7]. Within the frame-
work of potential flow theory, the effect of the curved streamlines
may be replaced by an imaginary camber classically known as-aero-
dynamic camber. Wall effects are approximated by an effective
camber proportional to lift coefficient which results in an appar-
ent increase in the lift curve slope.
To correct wind tunnel data the model geometrical angle of
attack may be equated to the desired free flight angle and the
measured lift may be corrected to the free flight value. Alter-
nately the lift measured in the tunnel may be equated to the free
air lift so that the free air angle of attack is equivalent to a
corrected angle of attack in the tunnel. Extreme care should be
1(
	
	
exercised in the use of a classical correction theory for the
proper definitions of the correction parameters. Additional dis-
cusson,on two dimensional wall interference is given in reference
14	
[8]
Three Dimensional Wall Interference.-The above discussion may
be extended to describe the wall interference in three dimensions.
The fictitious aerodynamic camber produced by the walls depends
on the location of the model in the tunnel and the size ofthe
j 6
a^
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model. For a finite wing each wing section would experience
different distortion of flow around it. The effect along the span
is a continuous apparent camber change or twist as suggested by
Heyson' [ 9). This effect is usually very small in tests of three-
dimensional wings.
The most
upwash due to
increases the
larger upwash
Also the wake
tunnel which
significant effect in three dimensional tests is the
the images of the trailing vortices which effectively
angle of attack at the wing. It produces even a
at the tail which distorts the pitching moment data.
behind the model assumes a higher location in the
Eurther distorts the flow at the tail.
t
3 ^ Model blockage provides an additional wall influence. The
blockage due to the solid model and its wake induces logitudinal
velocity gradients on the uniform flow. This ' effect, however, is
usually quite small in low subsonic testing.
Modern correction theories due to Heyson [ 2] and Joppa [10]
take account of these influences by mathematically including the
deflected wake behind the model. By the nature of these approaches
data may be corrected only if the distortions due to the walls are
relatively small. Practical limit to the applicability of theories
is usually considered when the angle of attack correction is less
than 5° [2].
Previous Designs of Minimum Interference
Wind Tunnels
Wind Tunnels with Ventilated Walls . -A flight vehicle can be
described as supporting its weight by generating a momentum flux
through the layers of air stream around it. Each layer with a
relative velocity to the vehicle is deflected downward, transmit-
ting a net force upward which supports the flight vehicle.
In a tunnel with rigid walls, the force is transmitted to the
model with a much lower downward deflection thanthe corresponding
free flight. In an open tunnel, on the other hand, to provide the
same force at the model, the air outside the jet is deflected with
a larger angle than in free air.
The opposite effect of closed and open wind tunnels was recog-
nzed by Theodorsen [11] who proposed in 1931 several tunnel con-
figurations with open and closed portions to reduce interference
Numerous tunnels with ventilated walls, particularly for transonic
testing, have been constructed and are in operation today. The
difficulty encountered in using porous or ventilated walls is that
fi
a	 y
Mathematically these conditions may be expressed by:
at the solid portion	 ?I = 0aY (1)
(2)2 =_0ax
1
. F	
1
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any _design is dependent on the model configuration. When a differ-
ent size model is installed, its relative position in the tunnel
varies and so must the desired porosity to minimize the interference.
In addition to problems of configuration dependency, a good
theory to correct the data obtained in a ventilated tunnel is not
available [12,12]. Analytical approaches must deal with discrete
boundary conditions. These require no normal flow at the solid
portions of the wall and continuous pressure at the slots or open
areas
r
t	
and ai the slots the pressure condition leads to
Solution to this problem proceeds by introducing either a
porosity or a slot parameter so that the boundary conditions may be
transformed to homogeneous boundary conditions [1]. The applica-
bility of this approach and the relation between the porosity
parameter and the physical structure is still to be resolved [2,12].
A more recent development proposes to incorporate active
elements on the wind tunnel wall so that the tunnel may accommodate
an arbitrary model configuration.
Wind Tunnels with Active Walls .-The desire to obtain minimum
interference wind tunnels with semi-active walls was documented in
experimental work by Kroeger, et al. [13]. The method employed
adjustable wall louvers. partial success of the technique was
summarized in the final report of that investigation [14]. However,
analytical foundations for further design of such a tunnel have not
been published.
Another proposal for a porous wind tunnel with forced draft
through the walls was prepared by Hall and Gaamage [15]. Numerical
analysis was made for the required flow through the stall.
8
IDuring the preparation of this study some work on minimum
correction wind tunnels was published by the staff of the Calspan
[16,17]	 Their proposal calls for the use of a comparison between
two flow components in order to evaluate the flow improvement in
the tunnel. The method is based on the fact that in plane poten-
tial flow the two velocity components are not independent. There-
fore, one of the two measured flow ::omponents is used to compute
the second velocity component. The computed velocity is then
compared with the corresponding measurement. Experimental data to
evaluate that proposal are not yet available.
Additional work was reported to be underway by Ferri, et al.
[18]. That study was initiated in transonic wind tunnels and it
would attempt to measure the pressure and streaml-ne deflection
near the ventilated walls. Comparisons of measured pressure and
deflection with those computed by analytical models would be used
to change the wall porosity.
OBJECTIVES-'OF THE STUDY
The present development of minimum correction wind tunnels
employs active flow control through the tunnel walls. The amount
of flow to be regulated through the wind tunnel surface is computed
by potential theory and is based on the actual lift measured on
the model. The choice of the particular potential flow model will
depend on the intricacy of the flight vehicle and the relative
size of the tunnel.
The main objective of this investigation was to demonstrate
the feasibility of the minimum interference wind tunnel. The
pertinent questions in the design of such a wind tunnel were
evaluated analytically and experimentally.
The discussion in this report is addressed to the following
	 I
questions:
(a) Show that in principle it is possible to obtain a
minimum correction wind tunnel by controlling the
flow at the walls.
(b) Analyze an appropriate way to regulate the flow
through the walls.
(c) Develop a principle of operation for an arbitrary
lifting body.
1
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(d) Assess practical considerations to be used in
the construction of an active wall wind tunnel.
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
Analytical Considerations
The basic a:.tsumption of the active wall wind tunnel is that
potential flow analysis provides an accurate description of the
flow far away from the model. While the detailed structure of the
flow may vary widely with the aerodynamic body very close to that
body, it approaches that of the simple horseshoe vortex model in 	 j
a short distance.
This description is supported by experimental evidence. The
familiar wake of a contra-rotating vortex pair has been documented
for a wide variety of lifting bodies. A reference is made to
works by Heyson, et al. [10] which illustrates experimentally that
the wake behind a helicopter rotor blade is rolled up into a vortex
pair at seven percent of the blade radius behind the rotor. This
pattern is reproduced in Fig. 1.
In accordance with the above discussion, at some distance from
the model (i.e., near the wind tunnel walls)•a fictitious control
surface may be constructed. On this control surface potential
theory is applicable in an arbitrary wind tunnel and for an arbi-
trary aerodynamic body. In particular, it is recalled that the
solution to the potential flow problem is unique. Therefore, if
at every point on the control surface the flow is identical to
that of free air, the model inside the control volume will exper-
ience free flight flow. The applicability of potential theory to
this physical problem then provides a theoretical basis for con-'
structing a minimum correction wind tunnel.
A practical consequence of the potential theory is that it is
sufficient to control only the normal component of the flow on the
boundary. This result is due to the fact that a potential function
G	 (in this case the free air potential of the model) is uniquely
j	 defined by its normal derivative on the control surface (assuming
f
the potential to vanish at infinity) (See, for example, [201.).
The principle of operation for the proposed wind tunnel is as
follows. Starting with an arbitrary model and configuration, the
i	 lift is measured. Potential theory is utilized with a simple flow 	 i
model to compute the required flow conditions along the wall. This
computed flow is then provided by injection or extraction. Because
such flow modifications change the lift, a continuous feedback
occurs as is illustrated in Fig. 2,
10
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Figure 1. Vorticity-distribution at seven percent of radius behind'a helicopter
I
i
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rotor (NACA TR 1319).

It is now necessary to prove that this process converges and
the measured lift will assume the free air value. The proof is
presented for the general three dimensional problem, and is re-
peated for the two dimensional case.
Generalized Three Dimensional Theory .-The discussion of the
general theory is based on the feedback concept in Fig. 2. For any
given tunnel it will be necessary to use a potential flow model to
compute the necessary flow through the wall. The feedback path will
be obtained in reality by a new measurement of the lift.
In this analytical treatment the feedback mechanism is also
modeled by a potential model which enables one to prove that the
process is convergent.
The potential flow field for any arbitrary model may be con-
structed by any desired number of M elements representing a proper
vortex lattice description and any combination of horseshoe vortices
as illustrated in Fig. 3.
The boundary conditions of no flow through the body surface
and the Kutta condition are satisfied at M points. Lt is given
by the following tensor relation: y
{D} [r ]	 (Y)	 (3)
where n is the matrix of influence coefficients having M x M dimen-
sions. It represents the effect of all the body elements at each
- of the control points.
The free air circulation is analogous to the lift coefficient
representation in Fig. 2. The column matrix Y of M dimensions
represents the free air velocity and any desired body orientation
which is given by an angle of attack, a side-slip angle or a roll
angle. r  then represents the flight vehicle in free air.
Any arbitrary wind tunnel may be constructed in principle by
choosing a'sufficient number of vortex rings, N, to construct a
wall of vortex lattice as proposed by Joppa [10]. The wind tunnel
boundary condition of no flow through the wall is satisfied at the
N,control points on the wall. The velocity induced by the model is
equated with the velocity due to all the vortex rings which form
the tunnel walls. In a wind tunnel with active wall, the wall
effect is related to the instantaneous value of circulation desig-

nated by the i + 1 step. The wall boundary condition is given by:
{ c } Ir"I 	 [V4+11	 (4)
where the N x N matrix C is the influence coefficient matrix of the
t	 velocity contributions of all the vortex rings at each control point.'
`	
r  is an N dimensioned column matrix and Vmt is the velocity due
i+1
to the model. Fig. 4 is an illustration of the problem.
The velocity induced by the model on the wall control points
is given by the following N equations:
j `^ 	 t
..
Vmi+1
	
{B} [ri+11	 G (5)
f
	
	 Combining equations (4,5)_ to solve for the strength of the
vortex lattice elements will result in:
h ij^
e	 f;
[r^+,] 
	 [ i+1]
Consequently, the velocity contribution of the wind tunnel on
the model is given by:
[VwaZZ
	
i+11 _ {G} [r +1]	 (7)
t	 )
where the N x M matrix, G, represents the influence of the tunnel
vortex elements at the M model boundary points. V 	is an M;
rya Z Zi +1
dimensions column matrix.
rA similar representation may be constructed for the induced
^b
flow by the active control system. The controlled flow on the
wall is based on the previous measurement of lift at the th step.
The induced flow at the M model boundary points due to the active
u
ad
15-
e ;,
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wall is given by:
[vjets	 {G)[rit]	 (8)
Equation (6) may be substituted into Equations (7) and (8)
(with the proper i index) so that the flow due to the wall and the
flow due to the active wall will be expressed in terms of the model
circulation.
[VwaZt .
z+ 1 J	
{G} {C)- 
I 
{B) Ir i+11
	
(9)
and
[vjetsJ	 {G){C)-'{Bi[ri]	 (10)
The mathematical analogy which represents the effect of the
active wall wind tunnel may be reconstructed by summations of all
velocity influences in the field at the model M boundary points.
JDJ r,
+ 
J	 {Gm.ci-'{Bi[ri,.,] + {GJ{CJ [BI[r i ]	 [Yi	 (11)
Equation (11) may be rearranged to separate the M dimensioned
column matrix r2+1'
lr	
{D} {GJ{C) {B} [ri+1
(12)
{D1 (Y)	 {D) {G) {C) {B) Iril
17
AIn order to prove the convergence of the feedback model, the
problem may be restated as follows: It is necessary to prove that
the iterative relation given by Eq. (12) will solve the unique
potential flow problem given by the free air model
s
	 f DI [r W ] = [Y]
	 (3)
encountered
an M dimen-
between the
circulation.
(13a)
This problem is similar
in numerical analysis (21}.
sioned column matrix J which
instantaneous value of the c
LJZ ^
to problems of convergence
It is convenient to define
represents the difference
irculat.ion and the free air
r 
W1
1i i+11
	
I r i+11
	 I r 
W]
	
(I 3b)
Equation (12) may be rearranged with the aid of Eq. (3)
^r i+1j - L 1 r^^
Equations (13a,b) may
simplification, the result
[J i+1 J
}-1 {c} { C}- 1 {B}	 [ i+1,	 Jr	 -	 r i `	 (14)[	 j
be introduced into Eq. (14). After
is given by:
= (-1)iiT} 
Pil	
(15)
where
{T} _ [^ - 
{D} - 
{c} {C} - { B }^ -
 {D}-'{c}{c}-Y{B1	 (16)
la	
#14
u
t
i
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Then the circulation measured in the wind tunnel will converge
to the free air value if the difference between the two, J. will
vanish. For m iterations J is expressed by:
	
[Jm] = (-l^ m{T } rJ o3 	 (17)
Mathematically it is necessary to show that T is convergent,
i.e.,
	
limes {TI M = {0}	 (18)
where {0} is a zero matrix
A necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of T
is for the spectral radius of T to be less than one [21).
	
p(T) = max 
I Ix
M 1 < 1	 (19)
M 
In general it may be difficult to compute the eigenvalues, k
M	 k
due to the complexity of the matrix T. An equivalent condition to
the convergence of T is for any matrix norm -of T to be less than 1.
This condition is illustrated by the following.
	
M	 I
	
max I
	 I Tz^ l < 1
	 (20a)
or
ma 
M
x	 (TZ^ ( < 1	 (20b)
3 Z=^
s
F
M
i
Rd
x, I
19
where T.. are understood to be the elements of T.2d
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	 In the wind tunnel problem the matrix T relates the geometries
of the model to those of the tunnel. The range of the relative
sizes of the tunnel and models for which the system converges will
w	 have to be analyzed with specific configurations. When this study
is carried out, attention should be given to possible reduction
of matrix size due to physical symmetry.
on , the basis of two examples, presented in the Appendix, the
conditions for the convergence of T are not expected to present
any practical limitation on the use of a given tunnel. In a two
dimensional case which is discussed further in the next section, it
was found that the condition for convergence is satisfied even for
wind tunnels whose height is equal to the model chord. In the
second example of the Appendix, computed values for a simplified,
three dimensional case demonstrate that the feedback model is gener-
ally convergent. Specific designs, however, will have to be studied
in more detail.
Two Dimensional Approach.-As discussed above, the analysis is
described as a stepwise process, although in practice it may be
continuous. The steps are designated by the index i and each one
contains two paths as illust rated in the feedback model in Fig. 2.
In the forward path the lift is measured in a given configuration
of the model, angle of attack and the wind tunnel dynamic pressure.
The lift coefficient, CZ, is used to compute the appropriate jets
Z
of the active wall system. In the feedback path, the controlled
flow is introduced at the wall. The lift on the model is changed
and a new value of lift coefficient, C Z, will be measured.
2t 1
The analytical relation between the new lift coefficient Y
C^	 to the lift coefficient of the previous step, C,	 is des-
i+1	 Z
cribed as follows: 'the flight vehicle is represented by a simple
vortex at its quarter chord, and its boundary condition is satis-
fied at its 3/4 chord. The normal velocity at that point is the
sum of velocities due to each influence in the field as illustrated
in Fig. 5. These are the velocity due to the wing itself and the
normal component of the free stream as is usually done in the free
air case. In the presence of the wind tunnel walls a third compo-
nent represents the effect of the walls. This flow component can
be calculated by the method of images in the usual way. A fourth
velocity component which is introduced at the model 3/4 chord
results from the flow through the tunnel walls. This latter flow
is regulated at will
_
through the wall. The sum of these velocities
is given by the following:
n	 20
i
_.	 a 1
_-	 I
t
ar
VCzi + Vjetsi - VwaZt - Via
+1
It should be noted that the index of the velocity induced by the
model is i + 1 while the jets at the wall were computed on the
basis of the previous value of lift coefficient in the i th step.
Using the method of images, it may be shown that the velocity
induced by the walls on the 3/4 chord point is given by the
following:
V
VwaZZ	 C1 i+1 27T K
	
(22)
where the function, K; represents the sum of the infinite number of
images which satisfy the boundary condition at the wall. K may be
computed by
	
0o	 CI H
K	 2 ( H^ 1 1 (-1)p+1 C- z + 2	 (23)
	
P-	 62i—H)	 P
The controlled flow through the surface is made to match the flow
due to the model that would exist at the wall proximity in free
air. It may be calculated mathematically by images outside the
tunnel. The flow induced by the wall jets at the model 3/4 chord
is given by:
_	
V
V	
-	 °°	 (24)V.
	
C	 K
etsi	 z  27r 
(21)
.t
r	
'^	
1
}
I
This recursion relation does not necessarily imply a discrete
process rather,than a continuous one but it is introduced as a
convenient device to prove the convergence of the technique. For
n iterations Eq. (25) may be written as:
2
CR = 1 2- K C1 _ (1 - K) + 11 
K 
K, -	 +
n	 `	 l	 J	 l
f KLl	 K,
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This alternating geometrical series converges to the free air value
of 2na provided that the function K is less than one half. 	 Simple
calculation will show that this is indeed the case when the ratio
of model chord to tunnel height is less than 1.
k	 It is of interest to note that in this theoretical model, given
`	 an initial value of lift coefficient and an error bound on the de-
sired accuracy, one may compute the number of iterations necessary to
to cbtain the approximate free air lift coefficient.	 Even in a
continuous-testing facility the number of iterations may be related
1	 to the required run time to obtain the free air condition. 	 Such
an analysis of course depends on the particular design and
configuration.
This proof applies to the ideal case where the injection is
continuously distributed. 	 Both mass flow and momentum across the
<<	 control surface will then be matched with free air conditions to
obtain a perfect simulation.
Practical Considerations
s;
`•	 In practice the flow is injected through discrete holes in the
wall so that, if the mass flow is matched over an area, its momentum
is greater than that of the ideal case. 	 Alternatively, the integral
of the momentum of the ideal flow through the surface may be equated
to the momentum through the discrete holes resulting in a mass mis-
match.	 The ratio given by the area of the holes in the porous
the	 the	 be henceforthE	 walls to	 total area of	 wall will	 referred to
as porosity.	 It follows that the design of a minimum correction
wind tunnel may be constructed on the principle of either momentum
flow matching or mass flow matching.
^i
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Momentum Flow Matching.-A minimum correction wind tunnel may
be designed to match the momentum flow. In this case the momentum
through each segment of the wind tunnel surface is equated to the
momentum flow through the porous area of that segment. Conse-
quently, a deficiency of mass flow would result and the force on
the model would be undercorrected. As the wall porosity increases
the mismatch between the mass flow and the momentum flow will
decrease.
In each segment, the momentum matching may be expressed math-
ematically by:
J 
V H 2 d A H = I V 2
 d A	 (27)
where V is the velocity through.the wall in the free air case and
V9
 is the velocity in the active wall through the open area.
If each segment is sufficiently small the flow velocity that
would exist in free air throughout the segment location is approx-
imately constant. Equation ( 27) may then be evaluated as follows:
_VH2AH	 V
2
 A	 (28)
then
VH = V P 1 ^ 2 for P > 0	 (29)
{	 where P is the wall porosity.
Consequently;, in order to obtain momentum flow matching the
flow at each segment is regulated to match V of Eq. (29).
The expected error in measured lift as a function of both the
porosity and the model chord to tunnel height ratio is given by
the following approximate analysis.
The error associated with a practical design of an active wall -
wind tunnel may be expressed in terms of the mass flow deficiency
when the momentum flow is matched. At some distance from the wall
the mass flow deficiency may be expressed as a continuous velocityfield;
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(31)E (H, P) = V[1 - pi/21
t
j
i' 1 E (H , P) dA 
= 1 
V dA - 1 VH dA H
	(30')
This integral relation is correct when the flow does not reverse
its direction throughout the segment. Using the earlier assumption
that each segment is small and substituting Eq. (29) into Eq. (30)
will result, after simplification, with the following:
Equation (31) expresses a measure of the velocity error that exists
at some distance from the wall.
E represents the velocity difference near the tunnel wall
between the desired flow for a perfect simulation and the existing
flow at a given porosity. When the porosity approaches unity
(i.e., 100 percent of properly regulated flow) the velocity error
vanishes as expressed in Eq.. (31). E equals the velocity induced,
by the wall when the porosity vanishes. For these reasons ~ may
replace the velocity due to the wall and that due to the controlled_
flow which were used in the ideal case of the previous analytical
section.
The contributions to the velocity error from all the wall
segments may be provided mathematically by a vortex lattice analogy
similar to the controlled flow representation of the active wall
in the previous section. With appropriate transformation, G, the
effect of the velocity error near the wall may be introduced at the
M vehicle boundary points. The measured lift on the body fora
given porosity may be computed by the following matrix relation:
B
{D} [rl - fG) [VE]`
	 [Y]	 (32'1
where VE is an N dimensional column matrix representing the velocity
error at each vortex ring which is defined by Eq. (31). The circu-
lation computed by Eq (32) provides the expected lift in an active
wall wind tunnel with a giver. porosity.
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A two dimensional case may be simply analyzed as follows:
The simple flow analogy of a vortex at the C1 4 point and the body
boundary condition at 3/4 C may be used to approximate the effect
of this velocity error on the measured lift. Figure 6 illustrates
, 	 the flow model of interest.
a, (	 i
!	 V C^	
E ( C/H , P)
Von	
_	 V.0 a
E
lj	 r
f	 VC
;1	 R
r ; Figure 6. - Mathematical model of two dimensional
wall interference as a function of porosity.
t
For small angle of attack the velocity sum at 3/4 C point is givenf;	 b
,i
y'
j,
l	 o0
'	 Expressing the velocity, Vj on the right. hand side of Eq. ( 31) in
{	 terms of the wall images given in Eq. (22) results in the followings	 relation:
i
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Substituting Eq. (34) into Eq. (33) and expressing the induced
velocities in terms of the -lift coefficient gives, after simplifi -
cation, an expression for the change in lift in the tunnel:
	
tv C^	 l
	 ( 35)
CQoo	 1 — [1 — P
i/2 1 K
It should be pointed out again that Eq. (35) satisfies two
limiting cases of porosity. When the porosity approaches zero
(corresponding to a closed wall wind tunnel), Eq. (35) is reduced
to the classical approximate wall interference relation [1]. When
the porosity approaches unity, the corresponding physical case is
_a perfect control of every point on the control surface and the
measured lift approaches the free air value.
Mass Flow Matching.-In this approach, the surface of the tunnel
is divided into segments, each of which is made to match the mass
flow that would exist in the absence of walls. The momentum injec-
ted or extracted through each segment will be larger than that of
	
^0	 free air. The excess momentum causes an overcorrection to the
measured force on the model. This effect is similar to that obser-
ved in open wind tunnels in which the momentum wake deflects
	
ji	 through a larger angle than that of free air.
x
The computed mass flow through each wall segment is regulated
through separate plenum chambers behind the individual segment.
While the amount of mass flow is independent of the porosity,
lower values of porosity would produce jets with increasingly
higher momentum and the associated larger interference.
	
{	 The flow error analysis may follow similar logic to the one
used in defining the error for momentum flow matching. In this
case, however, there is an apparent excess mass flow through the
	
i	 wall which corresponds to the excess momentum in the porous area.
top
I ^^
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The general error analysis then proceeds in a similar way to the
one presented for momentum matching.	 For a two dimensional case
a the lift interference is given by:
A	 l C^	 1
t
j
_	 (37)
C^00	 1-	 [Z''	 2 - 1 ]	 K
i
It is apparent in this simplified analysis that when the mass
flow is matched the measured lift will be lower than that which is
j measured in free air.
Wall Jets .-As an additional note to the analytical study, the
mechanism of injection and extraction of flow through the control
surface is reviewed.	 While flow extraction may be sufficiently
represented by a mathematical analogy of a sink [22], injection
of flow may not be represented by a potential model of a source.
' U A difference in the physical phenomena is apparent by the following
example:	 the human body would suffocate in its sleep if inhaling
1 would have been the true inverse of exhaling.
Injection of flow in the minimum correction wind tunnel may
1 be described as the introduction of normal jets into a uniform
flow. This subject was the topic of numerous papers [23,24], but
remains an open question to date.
The extensive experimental investigation on normal jet into a
uniform flow indicates three regions in the jet trajectory. At
the initial stage the shape of the cross section is approximately
preserved. In the next region, the jet is highly curved and its
cross section is distorted into a kidney shape. Finally,_ the jet
cross section rolls into a vortex pair and the jet appears to
approach the direction of the uniform flow.
The governing parameters are:
0) Pressure effects from the uniform flow on the jet
are significant in bending the jet in the prelim-
inary stages.
r	 (2) Fluid from outside the jet is entrained by viscous
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mixing on the periphery of the jet wake. 	 This
mechanism appears to be significant in the
shaping of the jet trajectory.
(3)	 Vorticity is generated on the jet boundary which
rolls up into a vortex pair.
Analytical treatment of the problem necessitates a description
of the entrainment and pressure mechanisms which appear to have a
significant effect on the jet trajectory. 	 Attempts to solve the
problem to date have relied on semi-empirical techniques.
	 A widely
accepted empirical jet trajectory due to Margason [ 25] was used in
the selection of the jet diameter for the experimental study.
	 The
analysis assured that the wall jets would not hit the model.
For the purpose of the active wind tunnels, two areas of
interest were reviewed.
The displacement effect of the incoming jets was modeled by a
potential €low analogy of a source. 	 It was found, however, that
displacement effects at the proximity of the wind tunnel center were
is negligible.
When the pressure forces on a jet are equated to the centri-
iA fugal forces, it is possible to compute an effective circulationwhich is generated at the jet. 	 This approach was suggested by
Fa
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Wooler [2,6 1 and the circulation is given by
	
r	 (38)
	
V.	 h
The radius of curvature of the jet was computed using Marga
son's empirical relation. The calculations showed, however, that
the vorticity effects on the far field (i.e., in the vicinity of
the model) are negligible for the jet velocity and jet diameter in
the active tunnel system.
The implication of the above discussion is that flow injection
should be through a large number of small jets which will resultin 
a relatively low ratio of jet velocity to free stream velocity.
This design would limit the region of turbulent viscous mixing to
the wall proximity.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Design Considerations
it	 9
Experimental evaluation of the concept was carried out utiliz-
ing a two dimensional model for its simplicity. Injection and ex-
traction through the walls were carried out with a pattern of holes
so that the active wall jets were three-dimensional.
Consequently, the method of flow control through porous walls
is identical to that which would be implemented in a three dimen-
sional tunnel while the necessary corrections are simple. In this
case, two dimensional tests provide a more direct approach than
three dimensional tests to investigate design parameters represented
by the concepts of mass matching and momentum matching and the effect
of porosity'on such a wind tunnel.
A construction of a wind tunnel with adjustable floor and
ceiling permitted the variation of the tunnel height from twelve
times the chord to twice the chord. The variation of the tunnel
height represents two limiting cases. The one case with tunnel
height of twelve times the chord may be taken as a close approxi-
mation to free flight conditions, while the latter case of tunnel
height equal to twice the model chord represents an extremely small
tunnel. Such a tunnel is probably smaller than that which would be
used for practical research work.
The controlled flow requirement was computed by a simple poten-
tial flow model. For this two dimensional experiment the necessary
amount of flow through the wall was on the order of four percent
of the tunnel flow. The amount of flow would depend of courseon
the exact model configuration and lift coefficient.
The advantage of the variable height wind tunnel to study the
concept of minimum correction wind tunnel is that all the necessary
apparatus is self-contained. The model is placed in effectively
the same experimental facility to provide approximate free air
data, distorted data due to wall constraints in a small tunnel,, and
finally the data of the proposed new wind tunnel.. The same model,
instrumentation and Reynolds,',,number were used in all study stages
30
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Test Setup and Procedure
A prototype minimum correction wind tunnel was constructed by
installation of movable floor and ceiling in an 8 X 1 (ft x ft) sub-
sonic wind tunnel. A sketch of this tunnel is given in Fig. 7. The
same airfoil model was used throughout all the experimental tests.
The model used had an eight inch chord.
Initial tests were run in the original tunnel having a height
of twelve times the chord. With the installation of the movable
fl=oor and ceiling the model was in a small tunnel with height of two
model chords.
The flow quality in terms of pressure gradients and flow angu-
larities was evaluated in the tunnel at each stage of the investi-
gation. Measurements were made in the original tunnel using static
pressure ports at one foot intervals along the floor and ceiling
of the tunnel. Additional static ports were spaced vertically at
two stations approximately seven model chords upstream and down-
stream from the model. A tube with static pressure ports at one
foot intervals was installed along the tunnel center line. To
eliminate any errors due to misalignment in the tube, its position
was varied so that each pressure reading was repeated with several
static ports at the same spatial locations. A dynamic pressure
gradient of eight percent was found to exist in the loft length of
the original (8 X 1) tunnel.
An appropriate boundary layer allowance was designed and con-
firmed for the tunnel inserts. The inserts could be rotated to
taper the top and bottom of the small tunnel. Static ports were
installed at one half foot intervals on the floor and ceiling of
the small tunnel. Pressure data from these locations indicated that
in the final installation no velocity gradients were present along
the streamwise axis of the tunnel.
Studies with boundary layer probe showed the wall boundary
layer on each wall to be less than four percent of the tunnel width
} at the model station in the tunnel.
The tunnel dynamic pressure was found to have periodic fluctua-
tions. This is believed to be the result of a poor diffuser which
exhibits periodic flow separation and re-attachment. Special care
was taken to monitor the dynamic pressure at the time of data
'
	
	
recording. For each configuration ample run time was allowed to
observe steady state conditions and to assure consistency of data
recording. Several runs were made at each configuration and signi-
ficant departures of mean flow parameters due to dynamic pressure
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Figure 7. Schematic of the minimum
interference wind tunnel.
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For the active wall wind tunnel the control surface extended
four and one-half model chords upstream and four and one-half model
chords downstream from the model. This is illustrated by the con-
trolled segments of the floor and ceiling in Fig. 7. Twenty-four
plenum chambers were used to regulate the flow through the surface.
The porous plates which cover each plenum chamber were re-
movable so that the porosity could be varied by installation of an
appropriate set of plates.
The flow into or from each plenum chamber was generated by
two blowers. The flow was controlled by manual values and monitored
with flow meters.
For the prototype wind tunnel used in this study, adjustment
of flow in one line was reflected in flow changes of the rest of
the flow lines connected into the same blower. Two to three com-
plete iterations of valve adjustments were necessary to obtain
the desired flow condition for each model configuration.
For the active tunnel portions of the test, the proper amount
of blowing was set using the free air potential model for the given
wind tunnel dynamic pressure and the actual lift measured on the
model. Then the flow through the active wall was held constant
while the model angle of attack was varied through ten angle incre-
ments. This procedure provided a range of lift values on the model
for a constant injection rate. The results of these tests for a
given configuration, of active walls were analyzed for data consis-
tency. The data of interest were the ones in which the active wall
system was set in accordance with the actual model lift. The lift
coefficient for a given angle of attack was adjusted in a few
cases to conform with the family--of runs for a constant active wall
setting. This technique reduced the possibilities of error in the
active wall data.
Smoke was utilized as a spot check to assure that the jet
mixing region was confined to the far field with respect to the
model.
Initial tests were made with tunnel wall porosity of five
percent and later tests were made with wall porosity of approxi-
mately thirty-one percent.
Lift data was taken utilizing chordwise pressure taps at the
midspan of the model. Data were photographically recorded and
punched into cards after each run. Reduction of data and data
analysis was performed by a digital computer. In order to integrate
the pressure data polynomials were fitted numerically to the dis-
crete data points. Polynomials of several (up to fifth order) were
used to assure the accuracy of the final integration.
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Tests were run with a dynamic pressure of twelve pounds per
square foot at a Reynolds' number of 0A x 10 6 . The model used was
a 'symmetrical airfoil section NACA 65A015.
Active Wall Instrumentation. -As outlined above, the flow
through the wall was distributed through twenty-four plenum chambers.
Manual valves were designed to obtain good flow control in each of
the twenty-four lines. Control was provided by rotation of a disc
in the flow line with provisions to lock the disc when a desired
flow was achieved.
Orifice type flow meters were designed in accordance with ASME
standards. The diameter ratio between the orifice opening to the
pipe was 0.65. Each flow meter was individually calibrated. The
calibrating unit was a venturi shaped pipe with a pitot tube at its
throat. The velocity profile was assumed to be flat at the throat
so that the volume flow (assuming incompressible and irrotational
flow) through the calibrating unit could be predicted. The cali-
brating unit was installed in each flow line to obtain the volume
flow as a function of pressure variation through the orifice type
meters. A typical calibration curve is given in Fig. 8. The
variations between the calibration curves of the various meters were
small', however each individual calibration curve was used in the
tests.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results of the experiments are presented in the form of lift
curves for various model to tunnel height ratios and injection
rates. Injection rates range from complete mass flow matching to
momentum flow match.	 q
Several hundred configurations and reruns were made to assure
repeatability. The results presented here will be given in a sum-
mary form only. Figure 9 illustrates the pressure distribution on
the model for an angle of attack of approximately 5.0 degrees.
Model chord to tunnel height ratio of 0.08 represents the original
tunnel, which is taken as an approximate free air flow. The ratio
of 0.5 reflects the data in the small tunnel having a height of
twice the chord.
Pressure data were integrated to construct Fig. 10 which is a
plot of the lift curve slope in the large and small tunnel. The
classical increase in the lift curve slope was produced. It should
be noted that at this low Reynolds' number, the ,linear portion of
the curve is very short. Measurement of the slope would depend on
the linear approximation to the curve. The change in the lift
slope is on the order of 12 percent, while according to the linear
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Iinterference theories discussed earlier [1] the change in the lift
slope should be approximately 10 percent.
Before proceeding to discuss the results of the active wall
wind tunnel, a sample of smoke pictures is presented. Figure 11
includes two smoke photographs showing the region near the airfoil.
The porosity for this case was thirty-one percent. It can be seen
qualitatively that the flow in the model vicinity is well ordered.
The region at which turbulent mixing starts is shown in Fig. 12.
In Fig. 12a the smoke is relatively thin indicating ordered
flow, while in Fig. 12b the smoke line is thick, which implies
turbulent mixing. For this case the mixing region height is approx-
imately seven jet hole diameters from the wall.
A summary of model configurations using five percent porosityis given in Fig. 13. The mass principle causes an overcorrection
because of large momentum mismatch while momentum match under-
corrects the flow. It is important to note that even at such a low
value of porosity, the data indicate a significant departure from
data of the closed wall small tunnel. Similar observation is made
for the data obtained with wind tunnel wall porosity of approximately
thirty-one percent as illustrated in Fig. 14. These data were sub-
stantiated by considerable evidence of ,additional unpublished
results.
As the porosity increases, a decrease is observed in the dif-
ference between lift curves obtained with momentum matching.
The rate of flow improvement in the tunnel may be illustrated
by plotting the change in slope as a function of porosity. This
analysis is summarized in Fig. 15. The figure includes a plot of
the error analysis given by Equations (35,37). The experimental
data agree quite well with the theoretical prediction based on the
simple linear theory. The bracket symbols in Fig. l5 'were obtained
by computing the lift ratios at several angles of attack so that
they represent the range of actual measurements.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
s;
i` The results of the investigation demonstrate both theoretic-
ally and experimentally the utility of this concept in wind
tunnels.
Thoo.etical analysis supports the philosophy of constructing
a minimun, correction wind tunnel using active walls.	 The analytical
study substantiates the convergence of flow conditions in the tunnel
to those of free air using the lift as a measure of the flow im-
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Figure 11. Flow around an airfoil using momentum
matching in a minimum interference
wind tunnel.
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provement. Of practical interest is the theoretical conclusion that
it is necessary to control only the flow normal to the wall surface
of the tunnel.
When the design is based on matching mass flow, the excess
momentum causes an overcorrection; when momentum is matched, the
mass flow is deficient so that the lift curve is undercorrected.
The difference between the two cases decreases rapidly as the poros-
ity increases.
In this study both extreme cases of matching either mass or
momentum were investigated. This approach was desired for the
analysis of the concept in principle. For practical construction
of a research wind tunnel, flow control may be based on a combi-
nation of both momentum and mass requirements for an optimum
facility.
It should be emphasized that the amount of injected or extracted
flow though the walls was only on the order of four percent of the
total flow in the small wind tunnel. The amount of controlled flow
through the wall will be higher in three dimensional tests or for
tests of models with active elements; however, its percentage of
the total mass flow will be inversely proportional to the tunnel
size.
The results obtained in this work indicate that a minimum cor-
rection wind tunnel may be achieved with relatively low porosity
of active walls. An exact value of porosity would depend on the
accuracy requirements; however, the interference was substantially
reduced with approximately thirty percent wall porosity.
Recommendation for further study on the concept of minimum
interference may be followed on several topics.
A study maybe pursued on the effect of reduction in the number
of controlled plenum chambers. For that study, a high degree of
experimental accuracy will be required. Quantitative assessment of
introducing flow into the tunnel will add to the refinement of the
theory for the minimum interference wind tunnel.
A second topic of concern is a design problem of an automated
system for the feedback control loop. Stability investigation for
such a system should be analyzed particularly for possible limit
cycles.. An additional subject of interest is the time required
for convergence. While in subsonic wind tunnels the test time is
not a severe limitation, application of the concept to transonic
flow simulationwill require appropriate modifications for extremely
short run times. s
The flow field was theoretically described in this report with
an overview, macroscopic analysis. This approach was satisfactory
for the introduction and demonstration of the concept. Eventually,
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APPENDIX
EVALUWPION OF CONVERGENCE REQUIREMENT'
FOR PARTICULAR CONFIGURATIONS
I
I	 The principle of operation for the minimum interference wind
tunnel guarantees that the measured lift in the tunnel will approach
the free air value provided that the matrix T converges. T is ex-
pressed by:-
I
{	
1
i [T] - (I - {D) {G){C) {B)) {D) {G){C} {B)	 (Al)
where the description of the matrices on the right hand side of
Eq. (Al) is given in the general theory section of this study.
Evaluation of the norm of_T may become tedious for a detailed
test geometry. Two simple examples are presented.here.
Example 1: Two Dimensional Tunnel
,
The model is represented by a single vortex so that the dimen-
sion of T is 1 x 1. Because of the symmetry of the problem it is
t	 convenient to represent the wall by a single valued vortex element
equal to the sum of the wall images. Consequently, the dimension
l	 of C is 1 x 1. It can easily be shown that in this case all the
r	matrices in Eq. (Al) have a single dimension.
_	
Finally the norm of T is less than one provided that the follow-
t;	 ing scalar relation is preserved:f
OBFC 2	 (A2)
,
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4where G, B, D, C are the sing I FN elements of the corresponding ma-
trices. ( C) and { B) may be a tuated using the boundary condition
at the tunnel wall.
X
(C) _ {B) = 1	 H	 (A3)Ti H H)2 + r
{ G) is the transformation of the images' effect at the model 1/4
chord. It may be expressed by
{G} __	 1 C W2
2ff H 2 12
ii	 {D) is the influence coefficient of the vortex at the 3/4 chord
y
	
	 point.	
y
u
}^	 1{D}
	
^ v }	 (A5)
Substitution of Eq. (A3) through (A5) into Eq. (A2) provides the
condition for the convergence of T in terms of the model chord
to tunnel height ratio.
•f	
€
	
C/H < 1.102	 (A6)
a
Example 2: Simple Square Wind Tunnel
The model is given by a single horseshoe vortex placed at the
model 1/4 chord and the tunnel is constructed by four vortex rings.
The problem of interest is illustrated in Fig. Al.
For this case only, the normal velocity components are of
interest. Because of physical symmetry it may be argued that the
two vortex rings representing the side walls are of zero strength
and the top and bottom Vortex rings have equal strength.
(A4)
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Figure Al: Mathematical model of
a simple square tunnel.
For this case only the normal velocity components are of in-
..
	
	 terest. Because of physical symmetry it may be argued that the two
vortex rings representing the side walls are of zero strength and
the top and bottom vortex rings have equal strengths
Following symmetry considerations it is also possible .`o show.
that each component of T in Eq. (Al) has a single dimension as was
the case in the previous example.
To facilitate the computation the length of the vortex ring
and consequently the length of this wind tunnel is equated to the
model chord. The results of this analysis then may be taken only
as illustrating the technique rather than being accurate computations.
s
The functional fors, of the elements in Eq. (Al) for this case
are presented as follows:
t	 _,
b (1 + AR 2)
B - l 1 -^	 H{ - ^	 b_2	 1	
/ (A7)
AR (H^ (1 + AR) + 1^ i 2
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r	 .
b
{C} H	 1	 +r	 ( b , 2 1/2	 b
+ H AR I	 H AR
(A8)
5
b
+	 H AR	 +	
2
b	 2	 b	 2 1/2	 (' b	 2	 1/2l
C4 +  H AR CS + ^H AR^ ,	 S I ^H AR^ + 5
t
3
1
1 + AR[1 + AR211r2
{D} _	 1 +	 (A9)
1 + AR2
fi
z
.	
a
[j7b
2
 AR + 1]2 b{G}
	 orb H	 b 2	 1
J
ll 
I
('
4
	.b	 2
J 
/2	 (A10)
^^H AR^ 
+ 
1.
These equations were obtained by modifications of the general
equations for a horseshoe vortex and vortex rings. (Formulation
of these equations was presented by Joppa, R. G., Wind Tunnel Inter-
?
	
	
ference Factors for High-Lift Wings in Closed Wind Tunnels, NASA
CR-2191, February 1973.)
Numerical analysis of these equations for several aspect ratios
in given in Table Al.
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jr-
ii
	 Table Al. The norm of T for a
simple square tunnel.	 f
b1H	 h
AR	 0.8	 0.6	 0.4	
r'
f	 1	 1.7586	 0.8634	 0.4077!
may;	 2	 0.7756	 0.4372	 0.2146	 f:` ^
	
4	 0.4733	 0.2922	 0.1416`
A
i
1
It can be summarized that the norm of T decreases as b/H decreases
or when the aspect ratio increases. 	 y
Since convergence requires that the norm of T be less than one,
then the example illustrates that the convergence requirement will
not impose practical limitations on the use of a.given wind tunnel.
j	 a	 f
u
s
a
h
/
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